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Introduction

In the 1990s, the Russian Federation, due to its own economic woes, and also on
account of the predominant orientation of its new political class towards the EuroAtlantic community, critically degraded the level of its communication with the
Asia-Pacific region (APR) countries, and indeed the “Eastern” direction of
Russia’s policy was generally put on the back burner. And it was only when the
post-Soviet transition period with its developmental diseases and insecurity was
over that Russia began to act just like the greater part of other world powers,
having virtually become a “normal” player in the arena, the imbalance between the
“Western” and the “Eastern” direction started to be rectified and Russia began to
make up lost ground. A strong, more self-confident Russia is becoming an
important constituent part of positive changes in the world, and it has emerged
once more as an actor in international politics.

Sources of Russia’s Recovered Role As One of the Leading
Players in International Affairs

These may be subdivided into internal and external.
The following sources may be classed among the sources of internal character:
- the strengthening of internal political stability of the Russian state;
- further development of Russian statehood under new conditions, including
the imperative of effective counteraction against the terrorist threat;
- sustained economic growth;
- a resolute turn towards the enhancement of social policy and investment into
human resources by adopting national programs in the field of health,
education and science, agriculture and the solution of housing problems.
Many Russian experts believe that the high rates of economic growth and the
pursued macroeconomic policies will enable Russia in the coming decade to join
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the world’s six largest economies. Worthy of note in this respect are the tasks set
by President V. Putin in early 2008: the further deepening of market and
democratic transformations, the switch of Russia’s economy from the inertiaridden development path based on energy and raw material exports to the path of
innovation. These tasks are spelled out in detail in the presidential Strategy of
Russia’s Socioeconomic Development presented at a session of the State Council,
whose realization is to be based on the Conception of the Country’s
Socioeconomic Development worked out by the government.
In contrast to previous strategies based on naïve ideas about the miraculous
nature of the mechanisms of market self-organization, the present Strategy is
distinguished by a shrewd understanding of the complex situation in Russian
economy. The Strategy draws up the following principal guidelines of Russia’s
socioeconomic development up to 2020: Russia’s reemergence as one of the
world’s technological leaders, a fourfold rise in labor productivity in the main
sectors of the Russian economy, an increase in the share of the middle class to 6070 percent of the population, a reduction of the mortality rate one-half and an
increase in the population’s average life expectancy to 75 years.
The Strategy focuses effort on the solution of three key problems: the creation
of equal opportunities for people, the formation of a motivation for innovative
behavior and the radical enhancement of economic efficiency based above all on
the rise in labor productivity. State policy priorities are likewise defined:
investments into human capital, the growth of education, science, public health, the
establishment of a national innovation system, the development of our natural
advantages and modernization of the economy, the development of its new
competitive sectors in high-technology domains of the economy of knowledge, the
reconstruction and expansion of productive, social and financial infrastructure.
Such a development scenario for the Russian economy guarantees the stability
of growth and high momentum. On the whole, as of today the prospects for the
realization of such a scenario are shaping up favorably enough.
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There is also a whole series of external sources, fostering the recovery of
Russia’s role as one of the leading players in world politics. These are as follows:
1) The intensified role of the energy factor in international relations and
Russia’s transformation into the only “hydrocarbon power” possessing nuclear
weapons de facto restored to Russia the status of a great power and, along with it,
the international capacities of a global character.
2) A change in the military-political situation in the world in the direction
favorable for the restoration of Russia’s erstwhile might. The bipolar confrontation
is over, which has opened fresh opportunities for Russia’s constructive cooperation
with other states at the regional and global level. Russia has no explicit enemies
and therefore no particular need to waste exorbitant financial and raw material
resources on militarization and economically exhaust itself with it.
3) The international landscape around Russia has swiftly changed – through a
dynamic development of a whole series of states and regions. The economic
potential of new centers of world growth, among which India and China stand out
with particular prominence, is converted into their political clout in the nascent
multipolar world. This affords Russia no small advantages, as the interest of major
Asian states in multilateral cooperation – not only with the industrially developed
countries of market democracies but also with Russia – is growing.
All this taken together has conditioned Russia’s supertask – to give rise to a
renewed foreign-policy project that would not only be adequate to Russia’s new
role and opportunities in the changing external environment but also be geared to a
search for a reasonable balance between the interests of all subjects of international
intercourse. The task is likewise to preserve and consolidate the modernizing thrust
of RF foreign policy, raising its competitiveness, which is to be achieved, among
other things, by ridding its international status of raw material or nuclear quality
alone.
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Which Events or Factors Have Led to the Current State of Relations
between Russia and the West? What Are the Consequences of This for the
APR?

Vladimir Putin’s speech (on February 10, 2007) at the Conference on Security
Policy in Munich 1 has become a certain watershed in Russia’s foreign policy. That
speech contained, in a concentrated form, Russia’s claims against the world order
being implanted by the United States and its allies in Europe, to wit:
- the introduction into world affairs of the conception of a unipolar world
(which ultimately has never come about since the unipolar model, as
practice has shown, is not working);
- a disregard for fundamental principles of international law and increasingly
frequent tentatives for supplanting the UN by NATO or the European
Union;
- the US desire to tackle international issues on the basis of the so-called
political expediency, which generates a feeling of insecurity in countries that
do not form part of the Western coalition and becomes a catalyst for arms
race;
- an almost unrestrained in any way, hypertrophied use of force in
international affairs, with a consequent sequence of successive conflicts.
The Munich speech and Russia’s aim postulated in it – to pursue an
independent foreign policy – signaled the Russian governing elite’s intention to
adjust the nation’s foreign-policy strategy to the changed international realities.
Resurgent Russia was no longer content with the growing discrepancy between its
increased capacities (particularly in the politico-military and energy domains) and
the unilateral course of Western powers and institutions ostentatiously ignoring
Russia’s position, shrinking from establishing more trusting and partner-like
relations with it. To this should be added the discontent of a section of the Russian
political elite with both what it sees as excessive domination of the “raw material”
component in Russia’s relationship with Europe and the policy of the United States
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and the European Union in itself, aimed largely at perpetuating Russia’s
international status as a “raw material” exporter alone – being just an appendage of
the developed economies.
There are a number of other factors that have led to the current state of relations
between Russia and the West.
First, there is such a permanently active factor as the persisting legacy of the
past. In the context thereof, in the West there exist lingering phobias in relation to
Russia as the legal successor to the Soviet Union - and in Russia anti-Americanism
and anti-Westernism, deeply rooted in the subconscious of the people; in the
Russian milieu, these historical emotions, easily ignited under the influence of
certain events, at times engender an engrained feeling of being an outcast and in
isolation. But, as distinct from the West, whose political elite is more conservative
and therefore, by tradition remaining from Soviet times, views Russia with great
wariness and apprehension, in Russia a different trend is discernible. Here in the
early 21st century a new generation of politicians came to power: sons of the postSoviet class, self-assured, well-to-do people, they dream of a strong Russia,
perceive the West, which they do not fear, pragmatically and without obeisance,
and do not feel the slightest nostalgia for their country’s communist past.
Second, the invasion of Iraq by the United States and its allies in March 2003.
After that act, which ran counter not only to international law but also to the logic
of rational behavior, it became definitively clear that one could not reckon on the
establishment of any sustainable order in the world whatsoever. And now, if any
country, Russia included, cares for preserving its sovereignty, it has, and is free to,
seek for the sources of consolidating its positions independently.
Third, the “color revolutions” in Georgia and especially in Ukraine, which upon
closer examination proved nothing but a very specific model of bringing proWestern elites to power in these post-Soviet republics. As a result, Russia’s
disillusionment with the West escalated into antagonism due above all to the fact
that these “revolutions” were viewed in Russia as a Western special operation
subsequently targeting Russia itself. In the context of partnership which started to
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develop after 9/11, the existence of the Russia-NATO Council and many years of
cooperation with the European Union, such behavior of the West and its
institutions was judged as bad faith.
Fourth, by the middle of the current decade, Russia acquired moral and physical
resources which allowed it to approve itself in those areas of activity where it had
and still has competitive advantages:
a) in power engineering;
b) in the field of control over nuclear weapons and non-proliferation;
c) on the issues involving the management of major international security
institutions (Russia is a permanent member of the UN Security Council);
d) in the post-Soviet space which continues to be regarded by Russia as a
sphere of its primary interests.
Fifth, Russia was disillusioned with the impossibility of defending national
interests on the basis of universal international rules or those operating in the
framework of specific organizations (UN, OSCE). In Russia’s opinion, which was
shaped in 2007, it is necessary either to revise the existing rules in view of the new
alignment of forces, or not to insist on their obligatory observance. Among the
actions reflecting such an approach are the moratorium upon the CFE Treaty
enforced by Russia in 2008; Moscow’s tough position on Kosovo, as a result of
which the process of status definition was finally withdrawn from the UN
framework; the nomination of an alternative candidate to the post of managing
director of the IMF with a demand for a cardinal reform of that organization; a loss
of interest in the fresh agreement with the EU, the slowing of the talks on
accession to the WTO; and the virtual denial of the OSCE’s credentials. As an
alternative model of international activity, in recent years Russia increasingly
begins to resort to ad hoc coalitions – formats expressly formed by certain states to
tackle specific problems (the Six for the North Korean settlement, the Five for the
Iranian nuclear program, the Four for the Middle East problem, and so forth). They
are regarded in Moscow as the most effective.
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Summing up the above, one may ascertain: Russia is not quite happy with the
international order as it stands now. This refers, in particular, to such of its features
as the hypertrophied role of the United States in the key international decisionmaking processes, devaluation of opinion of other states, and underestimation of
their needs. At the same time, Russia does not refuse cooperation with the West on
the pivotal questions on the contemporary world agenda. Thus on a number of
issues Russia backs Washington – for instance, in the matter of combating
international terrorism. On some other problems (the war in Iraq, the conflict over
Iran’s nuclear program, Kosovo, etc.) Moscow, although it manifests an interest in
maintaining partnership with the West and the EU, still cautiously keeps a distance
from them. Russian diplomacy, while groping for new ways and resources for
democratizing the international order and enhancing Russia’s role in its formation
and regulation, hopes to realize this task also by means of closer cooperation with
the APR countries.
Here a change in Russian relations with the West may result in Russia’s
transformation

in the long term into the biggest player in global power

engineering. ASEAN countries gain a possibility of using Russia’s energy, and on
its basis political, weight as well as a counterbalance to US, China’s and Japan’s
influence in Southeast Asia. If Russia stimulates the development of transport
infrastructure (in Eastern Siberia and the Far East above all), it may encourage
interest of the APR states in Russia as a transport space between Europe and Asia.
Russia’s desire to consolidate its influence in the APR, to give a fresh impetus
to the further development of multilateral cooperation with the countries of the
region is largely conditioned by the growing interdependence of the world. In
Russia it is also taken into consideration that over the last years the Asia-Pacific
region has had a commanding lead in world development in the realm of politics
and economy.

Russia’s Key Interests and Priorities in the APR
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Russia’s peculiar feature is that it is both a European and an Asian state: most of
Russian territory is situated in the Asian continent and only 20 percent in the
European part of the country. The Asian mainland accounts for the greater part of
Russian land borders. But such a geoeconomic position of Russia as a connecting
space between the zones of European and East Asian integration has so far been
used inadequately. Meanwhile, today the Asia-Pacific region, along with Europe
and North America, has become one of the centers of world economic integration.
And though it is as yet behind the macroregions in question in terms of economic
indicators, it surpasses them in development momentum.
The APR zone produces two thirds of the global gross domestic product,
concentrating a sizable part of world investment capital. Here powerful integration
processes are in progress, which transform the complementarity of national
economies into their competitive advantages. In general, the importance of the
APR for Russia is great: in the region there is a ramified network of economic ties,
tremendous investment and human resources and a receptive market, reliance on
which is able to impart a positive dynamics to the economy of Russia itself.
But the APR not only constitutes a major section of the world economy. This is
a region with a high conflict potential. Therefore an important condition for
achieving a sustainable economic growth is to ensure stability and peace along this
enormous space. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), whose
activity in this domain has certain similarities with the work of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization (SCO), has become an effective mechanism for
discussion and resolution of issues involved in meeting current challenges and
threats in the region.
The significance Russia attaches to the development of ties with the APR was
attested to by the first Pacific Economic Congress held in Vladivostok on July 2829, 2007 under the motto “Russia and the APR Countries – from Cooperation to
Integration.” It noted that public concord and the general improvement of the
business climate in Russia, macroeconomic stability, purposeful regional policy are
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a factor of economic prospects of the Russian Far East and the entire Asia-Pacific
region.
There are quite a few factors shaping Russian business interests in the APR.
The most significant are as follows:
1.

This region is located in the immediate proximity of the Russian frontiers
and due to this alone will remain a zone of Russia’s vital interests in the
foreseeable future.

2.

Russia is interested in gaining new market outlets in the APR, in
expanding its raw material base, diversifying the activity of domestic oil
and gas corporations, in cutting production costs and acquiring extra
competitive advantages for exports.

3.

Cooperation with the APR developing countries enables Russia, which is
interested in consolidating alternative global forces, to secure a
respectable place in the mechanisms collectively safeguarding stability
and security in this strategically important and economically promising
region of the globe. Russia also gains an opportunity to realize more
efficient efforts to create a new, equitable multipolar world, to diversify
the routes of its entry into the network of global economic ties and
international relations.

4.

Apart from the political factors, a substantial role in Russia’s desire to
launch cooperation with the APR is played by the economic interests of its
financial industrial groups, and also the military industrial complex.

5.

Since in recent years developing Asia accounted for two thirds of growth
in global demand for energy resources, Russia is greatly interested in
cooperation with the countries of the region in the raw materials and
energy domains. If Asia keeps strong positions in the latter, raw material
prices will retain the same positions, whereas Russia, which sells its
primary products, will replenish its treasury with extra revenues.
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6.

Another aspect of Russian interests in the APR relates to the domains of
high technologies, aeronautical engineering and shipbuilding rather highly
developed there.

7.

Finally, Russia intends to realize, by means of transborder cooperation,
the potential of the Asian-European transport corridor.

In order to implement the goals to be sought, Russia was, and still is, to bridge
over serious difficulties, competition with the West in the first place. Indeed, its
political and economic clout in all the geographical zones of the APR has
historically been great. Western capital entrenched itself in most of the economic
spheres of the countries of the region, in their arms markets, which additionally
restricts Russia’s possibilities, creating a serious competitive environment for the
promotion of its interests. However, assurance to Russia is given by the fact that on
the part of the countries of the Asia-Pacific region one can discern an interest in it
as a political ally and economic partner.
A key role in Russia’s relations with the APR countries belongs to power
engineering.
In order to keep high export earnings and influence in world politics, Russia
does not abandon its intention to reorient a portion of its exports from Europe to
Asia. This process will take many years to accomplish but in the end will make it
possible to reduce tensions in relations with the European countries and effect a
rapprochement with neighbors in the East, China and India above all. With the
launching of the East Siberia–Pacific Ocean (ESPO) pipeline network, Russia will
account for 6-6.5 percent of the Asian oil market. According to Deputy Head of the
Ministry for Industry and Energy (Minpromenergo) Andrei Dementyev, by 2005 in
Eastern Siberia and Yakutia oil production will reach up to 40 million tons of oil a
year and by 2025 reach up to 80 million tons. As reported by the International
Energy Agency, the demand for oil in the countries of Asia is growing at a rapid
rate, in recent years from 1.6 to 2.2 percent a year. In this connection, it may be
expected that in 2015 it will reach 1460 million tons, so that to fill the 6.5 percent
quota, Russia by that time will have to export 95 million tons of oil a year. 2 In light
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of this, Europe has to gear itself up for a substantial reduction in imports from
Russia. Also known are the chief potential recipients of oil in the 21st century:
these are China and India, which Russia hopes to engage in a geostrategic
partnership by attaching them by energy supplies.
Gazprom occupies relatively modest positions in the APR, since the export of
gas fuel is possible chiefly in liquefied form (whereas to the European countries
natural gas from Russia is supplied in a cheaper way – by pipeline). Nonetheless,
the company shows interest in varied projects for the production and transportation
of hydrocarbons in the APR countries. Thus in 2008 it is planned to start
commercial production of LNG on South Sakhalin in the framework of the
Sakhalin II project. This heightens the interest of the APR countries towards
liquefied natural gas. On the other hand, the states of the region feel a growing
interest in investing in the Russian LNG production. Australia and Indonesia
possess an experience in LNG production and are preparing to expand it. These
countries’ technical expertise may become helpful to Russian business.
As the economic position of the Russian Federation improves, democracy there
develops and the rule of law is consolidated, Russia’s opportunities are increasing
within a number of interstate APR associations – the APEC in the first place.
Russia acceded to that organization in 1998, having demonstrated once again that
besides the European Union and the CIS, in foreign economic relations the country
orients itself towards other regions as well. APEC membership of such states as the
United States, Japan, China, the new Asian industrial nations conditions an
important role of that integrationist grouping in the world economy. The prospects
of further economic development of the APEC countries impel Russia to intensify
links with them. The official statement on Russia’s readiness to preside over the
APEC summit in 2012 became the latest initiative and it was decided that
Vladivostok would host that forum.
Aside from Russia, another twenty countries and territories are APEC members.
However, five of them alone – China (according to Rosstat data, USD 15.8 billion
in 2006), the United States (8.9 billion), Japan (4.7 billion), the Republic of Korea
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(2.5 billion), and Taiwan (USD 0.9 billion) - account for more than 90 percent of
Russia’s exports. Russian deliveries to almost all countries of Southeast Asia
remain very unstable and depend on individual large contracts (for example, those
involving exports of arms and military equipment). Moreover, even the five-year
average for Russian exports to the countries of South Pacific Basin (especially to
Japan and the United States) was growing slower than to other regions. This said,
Russia’s role as a commercial partner for all the APR countries remains negligible.
Even in China the specific weight of Russian shipments in the country’s total
imports is only 2 percent, in Vietnam 0.9 percent, in South Korea and Japan 0.8
percent each, in other countries still less so (for comparison: in Belarus nearly 3/5,
in Ukraine 1/3, in the Netherlands 8.6 percent, Italy 5.7 percent, Germany 2.7
percent, etc.). 3
Of still less significance are the APR countries for Russian investment ties: just
about 15 percent of direct investments accumulated abroad by the Russian
multinational companies fall on this region. The specific weight of investments
from the APR in the total amount of direct investments allocated in Russia is not
much greater (with United States and Japan largely playing a notable role).
The as yet insufficient development of Russia’s economic contacts with the
countries of the Pacific Basin is especially remarkable in view of the fact that
APEC activity (as distinct from such integrationist groupings as the EU or
NAFTA) is focused almost exclusively on economic questions. In this connection,
one should expect greater payoff from contacts at the level of companies. It is no
accident that the Business Advisory Council, in which each country has three
business representatives, is functioning as part of the APEC. Unfortunately, the
work of the Russian participants in the Business Advisory Council so far bears a
largely formal character. And whereas in the European area of focus (for instance,
in the framework of the EU-Russia Industrialists’ Round Table) 4 the national
businesspeople could already formulate a more or less consolidated position on
certain problems of strategy for the development of foreign economic ties, in the
Asian area of focus they have not so far been noted for being particularly active.
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On the whole, Russian companies are familiarizing themselves with the AsiaPacific region rather cautiously for the time being. Certainly, competition takes its
toll, since virtually in all countries of the region pressure is exerted by markets
with a cheap labor force. However, many experts also note the problems of an
informational character – Russians for the most part still have a faint idea of the
opportunities that are being opened up for business in the APR countries and,
which is the main thing, the ways to avoid hidden “rocks under the water” in
building business relations with their Asian partners. But on the whole Russia
strives to make a real contribution to the region’s economic development,
conscious of being an integral part of the APR. In the process, our country does not
seek any unilateral advantages for itself, developing relations with Asian partners
on the basis of equitable cooperation and mutual benefit.

Which Factors Can Shape Up Russia’s Interests and Priorities in the APR
for the Coming Decade or in a Similar Perspective (More Than Ten Years)?

The general economic trends in the world promise to be positive, but the ongoing
and most likely aggravating political and military political instability in the Middle
East will adversely affect the entire global situation. The most optimistic scenario
would not even be the settlement of the current conflicts but at least the prevention
of their escalation.
Energy will remain key among factors shaping up the future of the world. But
by the second half of the forecast period the present acuteness of energy problems
will have been partially eliminated. Energy flows will be in part reoriented in the
direction of the growing economies of Asia. The role of power engineering and
especially traditional energy sources for the United States and the European Union
will begin to lessen. And Russia has to take it into consideration so as not to be
confronted with future risks generated by an overstated appreciation of its role of
an “energy power.”
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US activism in the view of many analysts believe will probably wane,
threatened by the “post-Iraqi syndrome.” However, by the end of the forecast
period the United States might proceed to a partial restoration of its international
positions, although it will no longer be able to claim the role of the “only
superpower” which even previously was to a great extent more apparent than real
and largely boiled down just to ambitions to perform such a role.
The APR will keep its progression along the path of transformation into a
center of world economic growth. Tendencies towards “soft” integration will make
themselves felt there, which by the middle of the decade may even begin to take on
the form of institutions.
In the security field, many Russian analysts believe, emphasis will be placed
not on dismantling the present-day politico-military structures and not on creating
“balance beams” with the participation of China. New multilateral regional
security frameworks, for instance, on the basis of the six-party mechanism for
tackling the North Korean nuclear issue, will be formed. Concerted action to
counter new and untypical security threats will also be intensified.
China is able to keep high economic growth rates at the level of 9-9.5 percent,
ensuring for the East Asian region the world’s highest development momentum.
Underlying such a forecast is the tendency, in evidence since the middle of the
current decade, towards a shift in the factors of economic growth in favor of home
demand. The basis of the shift is formed by the urbanization of over 700 millionstrong Chinese peasantry and the outrunning growth in the numbers of the middle
class.
At the same time, China may be confronted with threats and risks which under
certain conditions may lead to a deep crisis. It can be triggered by internal and
external economic and, to a smaller degree, foreign policy “detonators.” In the
short term, the social, financial, and energy spheres of the PRC will remain the
most vulnerable. Added to these will be the Taiwan issue in the mid-term and
ecology in the long term.
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The impact of the India factor will gradually grow. Still, by 2020, New Delhi,
having consolidated its positions in South Asia, as many Russian strategic analysts
believe, will not be able to become a competitor to the traditional leaders in the
APR. And accordingly this state most probably will not be able yet to play the role
of a counterbalance to Chinese and Japanese influence in the Asia-Pacific
economic and political space. In a trilateral format “Russia-India-China” India will
strive to put an emphasis on the development of bilateral ties.
There exist several forecast scenarios of world development and the APR. 5
Let us examine the pessimistic scenario, which presumes a gap in development
and a grave economic and political conflict between the industrially developed
countries and the new Asian leaders in economic growth (China, to a lesser degree
India). The erection of barriers in the developed countries as a reaction to a
massive expansion of Asian producers will not only slow down worldwide
development but is capable pf provoking serious disruptions in the functioning of
the world economy (the commercial, foreign exchange, and financial systems).
Both sides stand to lose, and so does Russia even if it tries to keep neutrality.
In the security sphere under such a scenario an erosion of the non-proliferation
regime will occur, along with an expansion of the nuclear club, also by including a
number of APR countries that may unveil nuclear programs. Besides Israel, India,
Pakistan and North Korea, these are not only Iran but, for example, South Korea
and Japan. The proliferation of nuclear weapons will be fostered by the new stage
in the development of atomic power engineering.
In the Far East, China in the worst-case scenario will attempt to regain Taiwan
(this may be provoked by Taiwan itself), which will spark off a crisis in ChineseAmerican and Chinese-Japanese relations. Such a turn of events is unlikely to meet
Russia’s interests, as it will imply a dramatic destabilization of the entire APR with
consequences that are hard to predict.
If efforts to create regional security systems in the APR, to strengthen the
mechanisms ensuring global security under the auspices of the modernized UN
fail, then by 2020 one cannot rule out a resumption of keen rivalry among new
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regional centers of power. These will compete for domination over regions of vital
importance for Russia and even certain regions of Russia itself (Primorye and the
Far East).
In the emerging situation, Russia has no other choice but to remain a mighty
nuclear power in the foreseeable future (at least for the next 20-25 years). It will
also be forced to accelerate the creation of advanced capacities in science and
technology related to key avenues of research into means of warfare, to expand
work on the means ensuring effective counteraction against US ballistic missile
defense, including the various means of both overcoming and neutralizing thereof.
However, one may also examine a fully optimistic scenario.
An accelerated development of the world economy will continue, maintaining
average rates of growth based on the economic turnaround in China and India (810 percent each). A realization of such a scenario requires worldwide stability both
in major markets and in the political realm, a substantial improvement in terms of
further liberalization of the flows of principal benefits, services and resources,
rapid technological progress (including through expansion of innovation space and
breakthroughs in a number of areas), as well as raising the efficiency of economic
policy (in the industrially developed countries, among others).
In the security domain, the dominant tendency will be towards continued
stability of the political situation in the APR. Competition between the chief
political actors will not escalate into outright military political conflicts, since
antagonisms will be softened by the need to interact in the economy, energy,
ecology, struggle against terrorism and other threats (natural disasters, epidemics
like Bird Flu, and so forth). Under any conceivable version of aggravation of
events, the growing economic interdependence in the couples Peking-Washington
and Peking-Tokyo will set the limits of the worsening of their political relations.
The share of APR countries in Russia’s oil exports, as forecast by the Russian
delegate in the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(ESCAP), may increase in 2020 from the current 3 percent to 30 percent, which
will become an important contribution by the RF in the matter of ensuring energy
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security in the APR. As far as the gas industry is concerned, the basis for
cooperation in prospect will become projects within the framework of the Russian
program for the creation in Eastern Siberia and the Far East of a unified network
for the production and transportation of gas and gas delivery with a view towards
eventual exports to the markets of the APR countries. The ESCAP will become a
good forum for dialogue between producers and consumers of energy in the APR
for the purpose of ensuring energy security and a search for the most effective
solutions to energy problems.

A Forecast for Russia

The most plausible scenario of global economic development is by and large
favorable for the prospects of the Russian economy. Still, not only does it not
guarantee the sustainability of development and high momentum, but is fraught
with risks that may outweigh opportunities. Therefore the trajectory of Russia’s
movement in the coming ten years will to a significant extent be determined by the
ability of both the political authority and business to make use of the chances
offered.
The growth of economic and scientific and technological ties with the European
countries where innovative development in the forecast period will be prioritized,
will enable Russia to enjoy the benefits of international technological and
production cooperation as applied to the APR countries, where Russia will seek to
decrease the domination of the energy factor, ridding itself of the role of supplier
of exclusively raw materials and energy resources to this region.
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Here one can refer to one of such scenarios set out in the publication Mir vokrug Rossii: 2017. Kontury
nedalyokogo budushchego (The world around Russia: 2017. Outlines of the near future) (Moscow, 2007).
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